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Twelve quick and effective strategies to 
help babysitters, visitors and 
grandparents to enjoy and encourage, 
the anxious kids in their care!

DOZEN
The dirty

flourish parenting …

While every kid should be looked in the eye and praised, sometimes a little indirect praise can be a useful 
tool in building connection with anxious, shy or upset children. Look for things to praise, for example,      
“Wow! I love this blue cat painting on the fridge. Whoever did that is a great artist!” Even if the child  
doesn’t immediately respond, she will take the compliment on board and it will pave the way for             
further connection. ‘The Overheard Compliment’ is a great tool because it respects the fact  that the      
child doesn’t want an adult ‘in their face’.  Even if you’re trying to be kind, a shy child will feel 
uncomfortable receiving gushy praise - stick to the indirect approach and watch the magic happen!

3. THE OVERHEARD COMPLIMENT

2. THE HERO
If you’re trying to encourage young children to play something with you, a great trick is to pretend 
that you need help, and watch those kids come running! “Oh, I don’t think I’m strong enough to 
carry this box of Lego.” or “I’m not sure how to start this puzzle - what’s the picture supposed to be?” 
The double benefit of ‘The Hero’ concept is, not only do the children become engaged with you, but 
you also get to praise them and show gratitude for their help - a great relationship builder!

The fine art of distraction is a tried and tested diffuser of potential drama. If the child in your charge is 
getting wound up, a simple glance out the window with the cry, “Is that a baby possum in the tree?” 
can shift the focus momentarily and that can be enough to help him forget his upset and move on to 
other things. Obviously you need to make ‘The Distraction’ realistic and appropriate to your 
geographical context!

1. THE DISTRACTION

5. THE SWEEPING STATEMENT
A popular weapon for teachers of young children, ‘The Sweeping Statement’ helps to quickly establish 
your wishes or your standards without labouring the point. It can be used for general instruction or for 
general praise. For example, a sweeping instruction might be, “Oh, wouldn’t it be great if the sitting 
room was clear, then we could play the game I brought!” Even better is the sweeping praise, such as 
“I love the way the kids in this house are so creative at building with Lego!”

4. THE SNACK ATTACK
If you are the babysitter, you need to honour the diet requests of the parents, so make sure you know 
what they are okay with. That said, even the most super-strict diet can be made into something fun 
through creativity. So when using ‘The Snack Attack’, you can tell the kids that they actually are 
allowed to play with their food! Do some research on creating fun dishes such as ‘Ants on a 
log’ (sultanas on a celery stick or carrot), echidna or hedgehog (pretzel sticks on a peeled cucumber 
or boiled egg) and lots more. The most important part of this tool is get to the children involved in the 
preparation. When they’re invested in the creation of the snack, they’re more likely to eat it!

6. THE SECRET STASH
Again, make sure you have the permission of parents and arm yourself with an interesting looking 
stash of treats or treasures that can be used to occupy kids. Dig into your bag and pretend to be 
surprised by the stash and invite their curiosity by saying, “Oooh, I wonder what’s in here.” Items in 
‘The Secret Stash’ could be edible treats (approved by Mum & Dad), bubble wands & liquid, origami 
instructions, a small maze game or similar. Don’t spend lots of money and try to go for games or 
activities that are a little more ‘hands on’ and possibly old school, like yoyo’s and spinning tops. If you 
create a mystery and enthusiasm about the stash, you are almost certain to  peak their interest!
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11. THE CHRONIC CORRECTOR
Many children love to correct the mistakes of others, and often a socially anxious child will pipe up to 
point out an error, and promptly forget to be shy. Often, once the communication barrier has been 
broken, a shy child will begin to relax in the social setting - largely because he hasn’t been pushed; 
he’s chosen to speak. Use ‘The Chronic Corrector’ tool on anything with which you know the child is 
familiar. An example is if the child is a football fan, you might pick up a Manchester United cap and 
say, “Wow, I love Man City - they’re such a great team.” When they correct you, you can use that 
topic as an opening … “Oh, yeah. You’re right. Did you see the game on Saturday?….” 

PS: Just be sure to gag all adults in the room so they don’t correct you before the child has a chance to!

8. THE AMBULANCE CHASER
Although some children (and adults) might be squeamish, most kids love to check out a good scar or 
wound. If you don’t have one handy (please don’t create one), make sure you have an exciting story 
of a broken bone or something similar. Know your audience when using ‘The Ambulance Chaser’: older 
kids might like the gory details, but don’t be too graphic with younger ones. With young children in 
particular, this will likely open up a string of horror stories of their own injuries from splinters to stubbed 
toes. Kids can get so enthralled with their own medical stories that they often forget that they were 
planning to be shy! (Bonus points if you spot a plaster or wound on a child and ask them about it!)

9. THE GREAT OUTDOORS
Never underestimate the power of fresh air and exercise! For some anxious kids, it’s easier to play a 
game or explore the garden (Eg. “Find me 6 pebbles and a yellow flower”) than to have a face-to-
face conversation. This might require you to wander out there by yourself and pretend to be having 
great fun kicking a ball around, before they venture out. But if you’re patient, they’ll generally be 
lured out. If the weather is unpleasant, you can still use the principles of ‘The Great Outdoors’ by 
setting up camp in the house, perhaps using pillows and blankets to make a fort under the dining 
table - trying to clumsily get the blankets to create walls is a great task that draws kids in to help.

12. THE COMEDIAN
Quite frankly, your sense of humour is the secret weapon that diffuses 90% of troublesome situations. 
Making fun of yourself, making jokes about the kids (not unkindly) or telling jokes is a powerful way to 
establish yourself as someone warm and easy to be with. It also creates an atmosphere that children 
are reluctant to destroy. If you’ve had some light hearted fun together and then someone starts 
misbehaving, it is helpful to be able to say something like, “Hey, come on. We’re having too much 
fun to stop now and be cranky. Did you hear the joke about  what made sand wet? The sea 
weed!” (Toilet humour is gold with young children!!) Beyond actual joke telling, seek to be a person 
who is good humoured. Even when you see minor misbehaviour, turn it around by keeping it positive 
and light. Eg. “Haha! You guys crack me up! Now let’s get this cleaned up so we can use the table.”

7. THE RIDICULOUS RHYME
Whether it’s a cheeky limerick or a silly song, using ‘The Ridiculous Rhyme’ tool can be a great way to 
establish a sense of fun without the atmosphere descending into crazy hyperactivity. Arm yourself with 
a few rhymes from your own childhood (a lost treasure, nowadays) or score a few from children’s 
poets online. A favourite tool for using with older kids is the hanging poem where you set the poem 
up and stop before the last line is finished, so the child can fill it in (generally in a cheeky way). Eg: 
“Our picnic was ruined by too many ants, but I guess I am thankful they’re weren’t …” If the children 
are too shy to join in, you can always find some dolls or stuffed toys and role play the rhyme or song 
with them, within earshot of the children - Lego men in particular have a great sense of humour! ;)

10. THE NEVER-ENDING STORY
If you are having difficulty in engaging the child in your care, it might be time to take one for the team 
and invite conversation about their pet topic. Some anxious kids have very specific interests, 
especially if they are on the autism spectrum. Common topics are dragons, transport, fantasy books/
films like Harry Potter or Star Wars and games such as Minecraft. Kids who are fixated are very 
knowledgeable on their chosen topic and often extremely detailed. Once you open it up, get 
comfortable, because you’re going to be there for a while! Remember to stay engaged with good 
eye contact. Don’t be tempted to glaze over or reach for your phone. It may not interest you, but this 
topic is really important to them and your interest, or at least your attention, will go a long way to building 
good connection with them. For example, “So tell me, how do you play Minecraft?” or “What would you  
do if you were put in Slytherin?” 
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